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SEVEN YEARS' EXPERIENCE WITH THE
COMBINED REAPER-THRESHER

BY J. G. TAGGART AND J. K. MACKENZIE

INTRODUCTION

In grain growing areas the most toilsome item in crop production has been

the harvesting of the crop. The extended use of the binder served to lighten

a portion of this load, but a vast amount of manual labour was still involved.

For many years men have been searching for some means of relieving agricul-

ture of this burden. In parts of Great Britain in the early years of the

eighteenth century a considerable amount of this labour was avoided by the

heroic expedient of burning the grain sheaves and sifting the parched

kernels out of the ashes. In general it was commonly accepted as an axiom
that the grain must stand in the stook for a period of uncertain duration

and that the stooked grain must " sweat" in the stack for still another, period

before threshing. The advance of mechanical means of harvesting took due
recognition of this condition and considerable ingenuity, time and money has

been spent on the separate implements for cutting, stooking and threshing,

although as yet without any marked degree of success in the matter of stooking

machines. It is now over a century since men first gave thought to the

possibility of performing all the operations of harvesting at once. The earliest

authentic record of a combined harvester and thresher is contained in a patent
issued by the United States Patent Office in 1828. Probably combines were
built before and after that date by men who did not secure their rights by
patents and the records of their work were thus lost. Mr. J. L. Owens of

Minneapolis built a stripper-type combine in 1884.

"This machine was remarkably complete in detail including the

necessary equipment for bagging the grain. The originator was discouraged

by the fact that all available information indicated that in this climate the

moisture content of the grain would be a problem. Authorities in whom he had
confidence discouraged him on this score."*

The experience of this pioneer in Minnesota was probably duplicated by
other inventors and experimentalists in the Middle Western States and similarly

humid districts. In 1890 the combine was introduced into the dry inter-

mountain region of California, Oregon and Washington. There, climatic con-
ditions were favourable and the machine became a decided factor in harvesting
wheat crops. A few years later it was introduced into parts of Australia where
similar climatic conditions prevail. Several sporadic attempts were made to

introduce the combine in the central plains. In 1910 Messrs. Shand and
Edmonds of Spy Hill, Sask., imported a 20-foot ground-driven combine from
Stockton, California.f This machine was used with indifferent success for

three seasons. At the end of that period the farm was sold and the new owners
did not use the combine. Combines were used to harvest winter wheat in

Kansas in 1917. They became fairly common in the winter wheat areas of the
Great Plains within the succeeding five years, but were not used in the spring
wheat areas.

* Professor Schwantes, University of Minn,
t Prof. E. Hardy, University of Sask.
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The Experimental Farms Branch of the Dominion Department of Agri-

culture, in co-operation with the Massey-Harris Co., placed a twelve-foot

motor-driven combine on the Swift Current Experimental Station in August

1922. The experimental results obtained were so favourable that the machine

was purchased from the Massey-Harris Company in that year. In the same
year the International Harvester Company located a combine at Cabri, Sask.

After two seasons at Cabri, this machine was sold to Mr. Hendrickson of Swift

Current. Prior to the harvest of 1924 three Case combines were sold to Messrs.

Kinnon, Hess and Lynch of Hughton, Sask. These sales marked the beginning

of the advent of combines in Western Canada, the number of which increased

from five in 1924 to 4,341 in 1928. The machines sold since 1922 were undoubt-
edly much more efficient than the clumsy ground-driven machines of 1910,

but an even greater factor in the success of the later machines was the peculiar

combination of low grain prices and comparatively high labour costs that

obtained in the years immediately following the ending of the war. This situ-

ation caused many farmers to give thought to ways and means that might

serve to reduce the cost of production. The present popularity of the combine
is largely an outcome of the narrow margin that existed between the cost of

production of wheat and its return value in the years from 1920 to 1924.

Until 1927 combines were almost entirely confined to the open plains region

of Western Saskatchewan and Southern Alberta. The majority were grouped

about Swift Current, Cabri and Forgan in which districts the early machines
were located. In 1927 several were used in the parkland districts. The advent

of the windrow-harvester as an auxiliary to the straight combine emboldened
farmers to risk combines in districts that hitherto had been considered entirely

unsuited to their use. In 1928 combines were used to harvest wheat, oats,

barley, spring rye, fall rye, flax, sweet clover and brome from Winnipeg to the

foothills of the Rockies and from the International Boundary to township 80

in the Peace River district.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ON THE SWIFT CURRENT
EXPERIMENTAL STATION

A series of experiments were started in 1923 to determine the following

questions in connection with combine operation:

—

1. Costs of operation.

2. Stage of maturity of grain for the successful operation of the combine.

3. Amount of grain lost by the combine compared with the amount lost by
the binder and separator.

4. The acreage that can be safely harvested in any season.

5. The milling and baking qualities of combine wheat.

These experiments were carried on consistently from 1923 to the present.

In 1926 when 170 combines were in use the greater number of those were visited

and information on their performance acquired from the operators. A similar

procedure was followed in the two succeeding seasons.

The spread of the combine in districts outside of the open plains and the

sudden popularity of the windrow harvester as an adjunct to the combine
caused the addition of a windrow harvester and header barge to the harvesting

equipment of the Station.



THE COMBINE AND AUXILIARY DEVICES

The combined Harvester-Thresher, as its name implies, is a machine
designed to harvest and thresh grain crops in a single operation. Work of this

sort is popularly known as " straight combining " in distinction from various

modifications accomplished by means of windrow harvesters, pickup attach-

ments and header barges. Straight combining, where conditions are favourable,

is the most economical means of harvesting that has yet been devised.

It must be recognized that there are many factors which may make straight

combining inadvisable, unprofitable and even impossible. In the sawfly areas

considerable loss may be caused by this pest before the grain is ripe enough to

harvest with the combine. In the parkland areas where potholes and low spots

are of common occurrence in grain fields, the crops rarely ripen uniformly and
the heavy stand in the low places may be seriously damaged by frost during

the waiting period. An extraordinary growth of green weeds in a short crop

may make it impossible to harvest the grain without taking a large quantity of

the green weed seeds. In many cases this condition has caused grain to spoil

m the bin. These factors have been responsible for the introduction and use of

"windrow harvesters and header barges as auxiliaries of the combine.

The windrow harvester or swather cuts the crop and lays the headed grain

in a windrow the width and thickness of which is dependent on the width of the

swath cut, the stand of the crop and the amount of straw attached to the heads.

The grain is cut some time before straight combining could be attempted, and
green heads and green weeds dry out in the windrow. When the windrow is

sufficiently dry it is threshed by the combine equipped with a special device

known as a pickup. This is a more expensive proceeding than straight com-
bining and for that reason should not be practised where straight combining

does not entail any loss.

The header-barge consists of an ordinary push-header and a barge to receive

the headed grain. The barge is so constructed that the contents can be dumped
en the ground in the form of a small stack. This device also is used before

the crop is ready for the straight combine and should be used only on crops

that are unfit for straight combining. The grain dries in the stack and is later

threshed by means of the combine. The fact that either of these auxiliary

devices cost more to operate than the straight combine cannot be over-

emphasized. The further fact that their use should be confined to crops or por-

tions of crops where conditions are unfavourable to straight combining is also

of great importance. Their use, wrhile enabling the farmer to avoid loss from
sawrly, green weeds in the threshed grain and shelling losses, may be the cause

of serious loss if heavy beating rains are experienced in the harvest season. The
windrows may be beaten into the stubble where the pickup will have great diffi-

culty in recovering it. A portion of the headed grain may sprout on the ground.

Very heavy rains may soak the header-barge stacks to the ground and make it

necessary to scatter them on the ground before the grain can be dried. Apart
from these possibilities both these auxiliaries work well and have been the means
of avoiding many of the disabilities that attend combine operation in certain

districts

COSTS OF OPERATION

Combine costs are of two kinds, namely, fixed charges and direct operating

charges. The fixed charges are determined largely by the original investment
in the combine, the rate of interest on the investment, and the cost of repairs

and the annual depreciation. The cost of a combine ranges from about $1,200

for very small machines operated by a power take-off from a tractor to well

over $3,000 for a twenty-foot cut machine. The average cost is about $2,300.





The header-barge.

The header-barge in the dumping position.
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The yearly depreciation was formerly assumed to be 10 per cent. Experience

has shown this estimate to be rather low. According to the estimates of operators

the average life of a combine is about eight years. The average performance

for all makes and sizes of combines during the three seasons past was six

hundred and eleven acres. Several operators estimate the total performance of

their combines at 5,000 acres, which is slightly better than eight years at six

hundred and eleven acres per year. This would raise the yearly depreciation to

12^ per cent.

The annual fixed charges are as follows:

—

Depreciation 12H Per cent of $2,300 $287 50
Interest on half the investment at 8 per cent 92 00
Repairs and housing (approximate) 80 00

Total 459 50

The fixed charges per acre:

—

When 100 acres are harvested by the combine per season are $4 59 per acre
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
611
800

1,000

3 06
2 30
1 84
1 53
1 15
92
76
75
57
46

In the case of a low acreage per season the fixed charges may easily be
higher than the custom charge for threshing. It is evident that at least 250

acres per season must be harvested by a fifteen or sixteen-foot combine if its

operation is to be at all profitable. When very low acreages are cut the annual
depreciation due to wear may be lower than twelve and one-half per cent and
the item for repairs may also be lower but it is probable that a combine may
become obsolete in the space of eight years, regardless of the acreage handled.

The direct operating charges per acre, which include such items as fuel

and oil for the combine motor, manual labour and the cost of the horses or

tractor that draw the combine, remain constant regardless of the number of

acres harvested each season if it is assumed that the men, tractor or horses

are profitably employed when not operating the combine. A sixteen-foot cut

combine can be drawn by a tractor developing fifteen to eighteen horse power
on the drawbar, unless the soil is very loose. Fixed charges and operating

charges on such a tractor amount to about $15 per day when it is used fifty

days per season. The operating costs of the combine per ten-hour day are as

follows:—

24 gallons gasoline at 30 cents $ 7 20
Grease and oil for combine 2 00
Tractor per day 15 00
Two men 10 00
One man and team hauling grain 4 60

Total 38 80

In an average crop grown on reasonably level land and free from physical

difficulties such as lodging or sawfly damage, a sixteen-foot combine can harvest

thirty-five acres per ten-hour day. The operating charges in that case would
be $1.11 per acre. Physical difficulties will reduce the rate of harvesting and
increase the operating costs.

8490O-*
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The total charge per acre:

—

When 100 acres are harvested by the combine per season is $5 70

150
200
250
300
400
500
600
611
800

1,000

If the crop harvested by the combine be assumed to be a twenty-bushel

crop grown on an area of 600 acres the cost per bushel for harvesting is 9-J

cents. Such a crop if cut by a binder and threshed by a separator would cost

17i cents per bushel to harvest.*

4 17
3 41
2 95
2 64
2 26
2 03
1 87
1 86
1 68
1 57

Threshin \\ inaroi

COST OF HARVESTING WHEN THE WINDROW HARVESTER IS USED AS AN
ADJUNCT TO THE COMBINE

The use of a windrow harvester involves the use of a pickup also. The
average cost of both devices is about $800.

The fixed charges are:

—

Depreciation at 12V£ per cent $100 00
Interest at 8 per cent on $400 32 00
Repairs 50 00

$182 00

According to the result of a questionnaire submitted to combine operators
in 1928, fifty-six per cent of all combine owners used the windrow harvester

and pickup on a portion or all of their crop harvested by the combine. Twenty
per cent used the windrow harvester on their entire crop. The average area cut

by the windrow harvester in all cases where it was used was 400 acres. On this

basis the fixed charge is 45^ cents per acre.

* E. S. Hopkins, Dominion Field Husbandman.
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The fixed charges per acre:-

When 100 acres are harvested by the windrow harvester is $1 82

150
" " " "

1 21

200
" " " "

91

300
" " " "

61

400
" " " " 45

500
" " " " 36

600 " " " " 30
800 " " " " 23

" 1,000
" " " "

18

The operating charges per day are:

—

Tractor $15 00
Operator 5 00

$20 00

Considering the fact that the windrow harvester is a machine of compara-
tive simplicity with few operating parts, a sixteen-foot machine should cut

forty-five acres per day. The operating charge at such rate is 44 cents per acre.

The total charge per acre for windlrow harvesting:

—

When 100 acres are harvested is $2 26
150

" "
1 65

200 " "
1 35

300 " "
1 05

400
" " 90

500 " " 80
600

" "
74

800
" "

67
" 1,000

" "
62

In general these charges can be added directly to the acre cost of straight

combining when estimating the total cost of harvesting with the windrow
harvester and the pickup attached to the combine. Rarely does a combine
equipped with a pickup cover a larger daily acreage than does a straight

combine under similar conditions. Frequently the reverse is true.

COST OF HARVESTING WITH THE HEADER-BARGE AND COMBINE

The cost of a twelve-foot cut header is about $450. A home made barge
having inside dimensions of 14 feet by 6 feet and six feet in height can be
constructed at a cost of $170 for labour and material. The annual depreciation

on a header is about 10 per cent.

The fixed charges are:

—

Depreciation at 10 per cent $62 00

Interest at 8 per cent on $320 25 60

Repairs 10 00

$97 60

If the header-barge is* used entirely on that portion of the crop that i® unfit

for combining and is thus an alternative to the windrow harvester, the fixed

charges may be considered on a basis of 400 acres per season which is also the

average annual performance of the windrow harvester.

The fixed charge per acre:

—

When 100 acres are harvested
150
200
300
400
500
600
800

" 1,000

by the header-barge is $0 97
64

48
32
24
19
16
12

10

89400—2}
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The header barge can harvest 22 acres in a ten-hour day. The operating;

charges per day are:

—

Three men at $5.00 per day $15 00
Six horses 4 80

Total cost per acre is 90 cents $19 80

The total charge per acre:

—

When 100 acres are harvested by the header-barge is $1 87
150

" " "
1 54

200 " " "
1 38

300 " " "
1 22

400 " " "
1 14

500 " " "
1 09

600 " " "
1 06

800 " " "
1 02

1,000 " " "
1 00

Threshing header-barge stacks with the combine is cheaper than separator
threshing or straight combining. This is particularly true in a light crop. In

a 15-bushel per acre crop there is an average of one stack per acre. If the

crop yield was 20 bushels per acre there would be one and one-third stacks per

acre. The average time required to thresh each stack is eight minutes, so

that in a twenty-bushel crop a sixteen- foot combine can thresh the stacks on
5*6 acres in one hour. The daily charge for threshing header-barge stacks with

a combine is the same as the charge for straight combining apart from the

fact that four horses can draw the combine from one stack to the next one, thus

releasing the tractor for other work. The tractor costs $15 per day and horses

cost $3.20 per day. This reduces the daily operating charge from $38.80 to

$27. Assuming that the combine is required to thresh the stacks on four hundred
acres (the average performance for the windrow harvester), this can be done
in seven days when the crop yield is 20 bushels per acre; or at a rate of 56

acres per day. The fixed charge per acre for a combine is $0.75 per acre when
Gil acres are harvested per season at a daily average rate of 35 acres. When
the daily average rate is 56 acres the fixed charges are $0.47 per acre.

The total operating charges per day for threshing stacks are:

—

Fixed charges $26 25

Operating charges 27 00

$53 25

Charge per acre 95

The total cost of harvesting with the header-barge and threshing with the

combine when 400 acres are harvested by this means each season is:

—

Heading $1 14

Threshing 95

$2 09

The total cost per acre (20-bushel crop) :

—

(1) For straight combining 600 acres $1 87
(2) For binder and separator in 600 acres (when separator does 30 days threshing

per season) 3 50
(3) For windrow harvesting 400 acres per season and straight combining 200 acres. 2 77

(4) Heading 400 acres and threshing with the combine that also straight com-
bines 200 acres 2 09

The cost per bushel is:

—

(1) Straight combine .09-3 cents

(2) Binder and separator 17-5 "

(3) Windrow harvester and combine 13-8 "

(4) Header-barge and combine 10-4 "
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In all the estimates of costs of operation ordinary labour is rated at $3 per

day and specialized labour such as tractor and combine operators at $5 per day.

Over the greater portion of the open plains region of Saskatchewan and Alberta

the harvest rates for the first-mentioned class is five to six dollars per day, and
for the latter about ten dollars. Owing to the great variations that prevail in

harvest wages and the great variations in the method and period of employ-
ment, it was impossible to set a rate that would represent the average. When
a higher daily wage is paid then the cost of harvesting will be raised regardless

of the method of harvesting, but not equally in all cases. The binder and sepa-

rator method of harvesting will be subjected to a greater increase than any
other method owing to the greater number of men employed in that case. Next
in order will be the increase in the cost of operating the header-barge and com-
bine. The relative positions of the straight combine and the windrow harvester

with the combine will remain practically unchanged.

Threshing the header-barge stacks.

THE STAGE OF MATURITY OF GRAIN FOR THE SUCCESSFUL OPERATION OF
THE COMBINE

When the straight combine is used, the grain must be dry enough to keep
in the bin without spoiling before harvesting should be attempted. This stage

is rather difficult to determine as a field that to all outward appearances is

ripening uniformly may be found to be very variable when threshed. Repre-
sentative samples are hard to acquire and sampling before cutting generally
gives results that are little better than guesswork. When the field appears to

be ready to harvest, the combine may be used. From the grain obtained in

going once around the field a representative sample may be obtained from
which the moisture content of the whole may be determined.
There are several tests whereby the moisture content of the grain may be

determined with a fair degree of accuracy. Hardness or resistance to chewing
is a fair indication of dryness. Damp grain will pile up in the tank beneath
the spout while dry grain will tend to level out. A person standing on dry
grain will sink to a certain extent, while in damp grain his weight will be borne.
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If any of these commonplace tests are not regarded as sufficiently reliable, a

sample should be taken to the nearest elevator which will likely have equip-

ment to determine accurately the moisture content.

The value of ventilated bins and similar devices for removing excess

moisture from grain without using artificial heat, depends largely on the aver-

age moisture content of the atmosphere during the period in which the grain is

drying. In the harvest season of 1928 threshed grain lost moisture under

almost any condition. Grain containing from 15 to 16 per cent of moisture

when placed in an ordinary bin was found to have been reduced to 14-5 per

cent in less than two weeks. During the harvest seasons of 1926 and 1927 the

reverse happened. Grain placed in ventilated bins or in shallow heaps on the

ground appeared to absorb moisture from the damp air. In any case no moisture

was lost, and grain with a moisture content too high for safety was inevitably

graded tough or damp.

Passing the grain through a blower has little effect on the moisture content

when it is above sixteen per cent. Repeated blowings have resulted in a loss of

one or two per cent. This was of no particular significance when the moisture

content was seventeen per cent or over. At present there seems to be no method

of grain drying adaptable to Western Canadian farm conditions that will give

uniformly good results in all seasons. In good harvest seasons practically all

grain is dry. In bad seasons a certain percentage will grade tough or damp
regardless of the manner or means of harvesting. Even if the moisture content

of damp grain is reduced to the point of safe keeping any green kernels present

would retain their green colour when dried. This will cause a reduction in

grade dependent on the percentage of green kernels present. It might be better

to market such grain undried as in that case, although it would be graded tough

or damp, there will be a greater weight by reason of the excess moisture; and

the owner would be saved all the labour and expense involved in grain drying.

The windrow harvester has been used in many cases solely to advance the

date of harvesting. Many fields were harvested by this means in 1928 when
there was a complete absence of sawfly, green spots, heavy weed growth or other

factors that might have interfered with successful straight combining. It was
assumed that the use of the windrow harvester, enabling as it did an earlier

start of harvesting, would ensure an earlier finish than would the straight com-
bine. Grain lying in the windrow was expected to give up its surplus moisture

in about half the time required for standing grain.

In 1928 an attempt was made on this Station to determine the efficiency of

the windrow harvester and header-barge in the matter of advancing the date of

combine operation. Both implements were used at intervals beginning with

the normal date of binder harvesting and continuing until the grain was dry
enough for straight combine harvesting. Moisture determinations were made
of all grain cut by the windrow harvester and the header-barge at three-day
intervals extending from the date of cutting until that of threshing.

OPERATION OF THE WINDROW HARVESTER

Ready for binder

Aug. 16.

Aug. 29.

Aug. 29.

Aug. 29.

Aug. 29.

Cut by
windrow
harvested

Aug. 16..

Aug. 29..

Sept. 1..

Sept. 4..

Sept. 7..

Threshed

Aug. 30.

Sept. 7.

Sept. 7.

Sept. 17.

Sept. 17.

Days in

windrow
Moisture
when
cut

Moisture
when

threshed

%
151
14-8
14-9
13-6
13-5

Com-
mercial
grade
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OPERATION OF THE HEADER-BARGE

Ready for binder
Cut by
header Threshed

Days in

stack
Moisture
when
cut

Moisture
when

threshed

Com-
mercial
grade

Aug. 29
Aug. 29
Aug. 29
Aug. 29

Aug. 29....

Sept. 1 . . .

.

Sept. 4...
Sept. 7....

Sept. 7....

Sept. 17....

Sept. 20. . . .

Sept. 20. .

.

9
16

16
13

%
35-3
26-2

230
160

%
15-2
14-3

140
13-2

3

3

2
2

In the case of the first cutting by the header the following shows the rate

of decrease of the moisture content:

—

On August 29 the moisture content was 35-3 per cent.

On September 1 the moisture content was 19-14 per cent.

On September 4 the moisture content was 17-38 per cent.

On September 7 the moisture content was 15-23 per cent.

In order to put the header-barge to a more severe test it was used on
another field where the crop, in addition to being very green, was badly infested

by green pigweeds. The moisture content on the day of cutting was 48-34 per
cent. Three weeks later the stacks were threshed and the moisture content of

the grain was 14-41 per cent.

COMPARISON OF
MOISTURE LOSSES

VINDROW HARVESTER
HEADER - BARCE
STANDINC CROP

A comparison of moisture losses.

OPERATION OF STRAIGHT COMBINE

Ready for binder Cut by
combine

Days
Moisture
content
when cut

Com-
mercial
grades

Aug. 16 Aug. 31....

Sept. 12. . .

.

Sept. 17....

Sept. 27 ...

15
14

19
29

%
14-61
14-6
13-92

130

3
Aug. 29
Aug. 29
Aug. 29

3

2

3
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The most outstanding feature of the foregoing results is that the windrowed
grain, and particularly that which was windrowed at the normal time of binder

harvesting, did not dry out any earlier than did either the standing grain or

grain in the stook. It does not appear from the foregoing figures that the use

of the windrow harvester in this case advanced the date of threshing with the

combine to any marked extent.

The windrow harvester does enable an earlier commencement of harvesting.

Owing to the fact that windrowed grain does not appear to lose its surplus

moisture at a greater rate than does standing grain, this early start has little

or no effect on the closing date of harvesting. Under certain conditions the use

of the windrow harvester may actually prolong the period of harvesting. A
similar objection may be taken to the header-barge. The two operations of

heading the grain and threshing the stacks are more expensive than straight

combining. In good weather the stacked grain loses moisture more slowly

than does standing or windrowed grain and thus serves to prolong the harvest

period. If broken weather occurs late in the harvest season it may happen that

previously dried stacks can be threshed during weather in which neither straight

combining nor stook threshing is possible. In such an eventuality the header-
barge will serve to speed up harvesting.

A COMPARISON OF GRAIN LOSSES IN VARIOUS METHODS OF HARVESTING

There is a fairly widespread assumption that the use of the combine, and
particularly the use of the straight combine, entails considerable loss of grain

from shelling prior to harvesting, shelling at the time of harvesting and blowing

of grain over with the chaff and straw. This assumption is based on the fact

that in combine harvested fields it is usually possible to find some kernels of

grain lying on the ground. This loss is very much overestimated because it

requires a uniform loss of twenty to twenty-five kernels of Marquis wheat per

square foot to account for a loss of one bushel per acre. High winds have
frequently done some damage to standing crops. This damage was most marked
in Southern Alberta where winds are usually higher than in other sections of the

Prairie, but in most cases the damage from this cause was overestimated.

In 1927 a comparison of grain losses was made in connection with the

combine and the binder and separator under two diverse conditions. In the

first case the crop was very heavy with a rank growth of straw that was badly

tangled and lodged by rain and wind. The quantity of straw present prevented

any great number of heads from touching the ground; therefore, by taking a

considerable amount of straw and travelling slowly the combine was able to

get all the grain. The binder occasioned significant losses mainly by reason

of its inability to tie the tangled straw into a compact sheaf. Some sheaves

were not tied and many were so insecurely bound that they fell apart either

during stooking, while standing in the stook or in loading the bundle racks.

The combined portion of the field yielded 36-02 bushels per acre, and the binder

harvested portion yielded 30-3 bushels, a saving of 5*72 bushels per acre for

the combine over the binder and separator.

The following table gives the actual losses and yields resulting from each

method of harvesting:

—

Binder Test No. 1 Pounds
per acre

Grain lost behind knife 109-2

Grain lost at Bundle carrier 1080
Grain lost at stook 54-6

Grain lost on rack 25-2

Grain lost at Feeder 8-52

Grain lost in separator 6-24

Total loss 311-76

Gross yield 35-496 bushels.
Per cent of gross yield lost 14-63.
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Combine Test No. 1

Pounds
per acre

Grain lost behind knife 54-60

Grain lost at rear end 13-20

Total loss 67-80

Gross yield 37-15 bushels.
Per cent of gross yield lost 3-04.

The second test was performed in a field where entirely different conditions

prevailed. Owing to the ravages of wire-worms and the subsequent vigorous

growth of stinkweed in the thinned stand, the crop was short, sparse and slow

in ripening to the stage where the straight combine could be used. When the

binder was used the crop was still standing up and the binder was able to cut

and tie successfully. During the long interval between binder harvesting and
combine harvesting wind, rain and sawflies broke down many plants. Owing
to the thin stand there was no mutual support and a great many heads were
bent over until they touched the ground. This condition made it impossible for

the combine to harvest cleanly, particularly when moving from south to north
as the plants all leaned in that direction.

Binder Test No. 2

Pounds
per acre

Grain lost behind knife 56-04
Grain lost at bundle carrier 6-60
Grain lost at stook 1-80
Grain lost on rack 3-60
Grain lost at feeder 2-70
Grain lost in separator 6-24

Total loss 76-98
Gross yield 21 • 163 bushels.
Per cent of gross yield lost 6 06.

Combine Test No. 2

Pounds
per acre

Grain lost behind knife 194-76
Grain lost at rear end 10-20

Total loss 204-96
Gross yield 20-776 bushels.
Per cent of gross yield lost 16-44.

Conditions in 1928 were not so extreme. In addition to the combine and
separator, grain loss determinations were made in connection with the use of

the windrow harvester and the header-barge.

COMPARATIVE LOSSES OF WHEAT IN HARVESTING AND
THRESHING

Windrow Harvester and Combine
Pounds
per acre

Grain lost behind windrow harvester knife 6-7

Grain left in windrow harvester by pickup 10-1

Grain thrown over by the combine 8- 18

Total loss 24-98
Gross yield 33-85 bushels per acre.
Per cent lost 1-23.

Straight Combine
Pounds
per acre

Grain lost behind knife 14-68
Grain thrown over by combine 9-3

Total loss 23-98
Gross yield 34-2 bushels per acre.
Per cent loss 1-16.
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Header-Barge and Combine Pounds
per acre

Grain left on ground by header 24-36

Grain lost at stack 3-11

Grain thrown over by combine 5-75

Total loss 33-22

Gross yield 33-12 bushels per acre.

Per cent lost 1-67.

Binder and Separator
Pounds
per acre

Grain lost behind binder knife 16-32

Grain lost in stooking and around stook 22-23

Grain lost below bundle carrier 17-61

Grain lost on bundle rack 5-69

Grain lost in separator 11-32

Total loss 73-37

Gross yield 34-18 bushels per acre.

Per cent loss 3-58

THE WINDROW HARVESTER AND COMBINE IN OATS

A seven-acre field of oats was divided into two equal parts. One part was
windrowed on August 20 and threshed on August 31. The remainder was har-

vested with the straight combine on September 26. The entire crop was clean,

uniform and stood up well. The moisture content of the windrowed portion

was 21-2 per cent when windrowed and 8*8 per cent when threshed. The
straight-combined portion had a moisture content of 8-13 per cent when
threshed. The windrower and pickup left 12-36 pounds of grain per acre on
the ground. The straight combine left 57-2 pounds. It should be noted that

the greater portion of the windrow harvester loss was occasioned by one windrow
falling partly in a dead furrow in which the pickup was operated with difficulty.

Over the remainder of the windrowed portion of the field the loss was almost

non-existent. This would indicate that oats sustain a much greater loss from
shelling while waiting for the straight combine than does Marquis wheat. The
same is equally true of barley and fall rye. Apart from crops badly infested

by sawfly, no case was observed on the Station wherein the use of the combine
entailed an undue loss of grain. When a thin crop is left standing until late

in the fall many plants will have become goosenecked and extra caution must
be observed in order to avoid loss. In many cases loss from this condition can
be avoided by cutting in three directions only and avoiding the fourth. In

practically all other crop conditions the combine will save as much grain as will

the binder and separator, and in some cases it will save more. This is parti-

cularly true of a heavy crop that has become lodged and tangled.

THE ACREAGE THAT CAN BE SAFELY HARVESTED BY A COMBINE IN ANY
SEASON

According to the results of questionnaires submitted to combine operators
the average performance for all sizes and makes of combines in 1928 was 616
acres. Individual acreages ranged from 50 to 2,200 acres. In 1927 the average
performance was 598 acres per machine or an average acreage per foot of cut

of 42-087 acres. A great many of the combines used in 1928 were equipped
with a windrow harvester and pickup, and it was supposed that this would
tend to increase the average acreage harvested. The slight increase noted, 18

acres, was probably due more to the infinitely better harvest weather in 1928
than to the use of windrow harvesters. It would appear from past performances
that 600 acres constitutes a fair season's work for a combine having a width
of cut of fifteen or sixteen feet. On this basis 400 acres is a fair performance
for a ten-foot combine and 800 acres for a twenty-foot combine.
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COMMERCIAL GRADES

When due caution is observed regarding the date of commencement of com-
bine harvesting and proper recognition is taken of the effect of light showers,

dews and hoar frosts on standing grain, there appears to be no good reason why
combined grain should grade lower than binder-harvested grain. Grain har-

vested by the combine late in the season is almost always graded down on
account of bleaching. Practically all cases of toughness and dampness arising

from the use of the combine are due either to a too early start or to harvesting

early in the day following a night of dew or hoar frost.

MILLING AND BAKING

Combine harvested wheat compares very favourably with binder harvested

wheat from a milling and baking standpoint. In general no difference could

be observed between the two in regard to these qualities, although in one season

at least the combine harvested wheat was lightly superior to the binder har-

vested wheat.
SPRING HARVESTING

A small area of wheat was purposely left standing over the winter of

1928-29. In the same field some windrowed grain and several stooks remained
out over the winter. All were threshed on April 4 when their moisture contents

were as follows:

—

Per cent

Standing crop 15-0
Windrowed crop 15-6

Stooked crop 14-4

The following is a comparison of official grades:

—

Crop
Grade
April 4,

1929

Grade of

portion
harvested
Sept. 5,

1928

Straight combined No. 4
No. 4
No. 3

No. 3
Windrowed No. 3

Stooked No. 2

All of the spring threshed grain was bran-frosted. The combined portion

was badly bleached, while the windrowed grain, in addition to being bleached,

had a dirty appearance due to lying in the stubble throughout the winter.

While there was a loss of only one grade over winter, it is probable that grain

which would grade as number one in the fall would be down to three or four

by spring.

It is evident that grain could be left out over winter either in the stook,

the windrow or standing and it can be threshed in the spring. The grade will

certainly be lowered and there will be an actual loss of grain. Some of the

standing crop will be so flattened out that the combine cannot recover all of

it. Mice will destroy some of the stooked and windrowed grain and parts of

the windrow may be lost owing to the grain being mired in the soil.

THE COMBINE IN DAMAGED CROPS

When crops are damaged by rust, frost or hail, the combine is of enormous
advantage in economically harvesting whatever is left. Most threshermen
refuse to thresh damaged crops on a bushd basis because there is usually a

great amount of straw in comparison with the amount of grain obtained. This
causes the bushel-cost of harvesting to be very high. In 1927 many fields were
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harvested by means of the binder and separator when the gross return of low
grade grain did not pay for the cost of threshing, and the labour of cutting
and stooking and the cost of the twine used were thrown away. The combine
can harvest such crops at an acre cost that is very little higher than the cost
of harvesting undamaged crops. In addition the first cost o<f combine harvesting
is the only cost, so that the actual out-turn of grain is a certain means of
determining whether or not a particular crop is worth harvesting. When the
binder and separator are used this point is frequently not determined until

threshing is started and when the costs of binding and stooking have already
been incurred.

EXPERIENCES OF COMBINE OWNERS AND OPERATORS

In the harvest season of 1928 a total of 4,341 combines were used in
Western Canada. This represents an outlay of about $9,984,300. There were
1,973 windrow harvesters and pickups used, which adds $1,578,400 to the total

cost of the equipment used in this method of harvesting. The average perform-
ance for all sizes and makes of combines in 1928 was 616 acres. On this basis

over two and one-half million acres were harvested by combines. Question-
naires were submitted to 600 operators distributed over the entire combine area.

Two hundred and seventy-five replies were received. Of this number 44 per cent

were used entirely as straight combines; 36*5 per cent were used partly as

straight combines and partly with the windrow harvester and 1 pickup; and
19-5 per cent were used entirely with the windrow harvester.

— Number Total
acres

Average
acres

Acres
wind-
rowed

Acres
straight
combined

Acres
wheat

Acres
other
crops

Straight combine 120

103
52

73,851

61,471
33,947

615-4

596-8
652-8

73,851

31,731

67,853

49,569
28,517

5,998
Swathed and straight com-

bined 29,740
33,947

11,902
Entire crop swathed 5,330

Totals 275 169,269 615-5 63,687 105,582 145,939 23,230

In width of cut the combine ranged from eight feet to twenty feet. The
following is an arrangement according to sizes:

—

— 8 feet 10 feet 12 feet 15 feet 16 feet 20 feet

Straight combine only 8 20
25
13

5

5

8

57
30
10

27
33
15

3

10

Windrower and combine 6

The following is a summary of the important points derived from the

questionnaires :

—

The average number of days between binder harvesting and straight com-
bining—15.

The average number of days between binder harvesting and windrow
harvesting—2.

The average number of days between windrowing and when picking up
was started—15.

The duration of harvesting when the straight combine was used on all the
crop—32 days.

The duration of harvesting when the crop was partly windrowed and partly

straight combined—48.

The duration of harvesting when the entire crop was windrowed—46 days.
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COMBINES
WESTERN CANADA

20 '27 '28
MANITOBA

22 23 '24 25 "26 '27 '28
SASKATCHEWAN

I
•20 -27-£8
ALBERTA

Combines in the western provinces in 1928.

Is the Windrow Harvester essential to combine operation'

— Straight
combine
operators

Straight
combine
and

windrow
operators

Operators
who
wind-
rowed

entire crop

Yes 14

30

58
8

6

39

No 1

Undecided

Thirty-eight combine operators stated that the windrow harvester was of

undoubted advantage in harvesting oats and fall rye and also when conditions

such as late seasons, heavy winds and rolling land were encountered.



Is the Combine a Profitable Investment?

— Straight
combine
operators

Straight
combine
and

windrow
operators

Operators
who
wind-

rowed the
entire crop

Yes 107

2

81
10

6

39
No 5
Undecided 2

Four operators of windrow harvesters stated that the combine was a

profitable investment only when the windrow harvester was used. One oper-

ator of a windrow harvester stated the straight combine alone showed a profit.

Ten operators could see a profit only when a large acreage was harvested.

Would you return to the Binder and Separator?

— Straight
combine
operators

Straight
combine
and

windrow
operators

Operators
who
wind-
rowed

entire crop

Yes 6

118

3

10

78

4

8

No 31
Undecided ... 3

Twenty-one operators stated that combines required more threshing

capacity.

Fourteen require more power in the combine motor.

Ninety-six suggested minor changes such as wider platforms, more easily

adjustable reels, lower tanks, better pick-up attachments and wider wheels.

One operator suggested 100 per cent change in combines and another stated

that all combines should be burnt.

Fifteen of the twenty four combine owners who stated that they were
returning to the use of the binder and separator were located in rolling parkland
areas. The other nine were in the open plains, but in two cases the land was
hilly.

THE COMBINE'S PLACE ON THE FARM

On the average wheat farm the introduction of a combine does not necessarily

entail any drastic change in farm practices. In general the methods that have
proven profitable in grain farming when the crops were harvested by the binder

and separator will be found quite suitable when farming for the combine. A
crop which is free from weeds and matures uniformly is highly desirable when
the combine is used, but most farmers endeavour to grow such a crop in any
case. The uniformity of a grain crop is largely dependent upon the topo-
graphy of the land, uniform germination of seed and comparative freedom from
damage by insects and disease during the growing season. The first condition

cannot be changed. As to uniformity of germination, obviously the first

essential is sound viable seed. Given this factor uniformity is then largely

controlled by the available supply of moisture in the soil at or immediately
after the time of seeding. Contrary to much popular teaching on this subject,

careful experiments have shown that little can be done by way of tillage

machines or methods to cause moisture to move from one position in the soil to

another. Hence tillage and seeding methods which have such an objective are
largely futile.
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It is of undoubted importance to take whatever measures are possible to

control insect and disease damage because these factors when present always
result in an unevenly ripened crop. The destruction of weeds prior to seeding,

sowing sound seed and leaving the soil surface in the best possible condition to

withstand wind constitute practically all that the farmer can do to ensure a
uniform stand of grain.

One outstanding result of the introduction of a combine on a farm is that,

the peak load of work is transferred from the fall to the spring. The combine
largely eliminates the necessity for a large crew in the harvest season. Owing
to the increased necessity for early maturity, it enhances the desirability of early

seeding, and thus it has been a motive behind the increased demand for one

way disks, larger disk harrows and wide seed drills. The combine has been a

factor in increasing the number of medium powered tractors. The tractor

has a greater capacity than horses both in the matter of speed of operation and
the number of hours of work per day. The tractor which was probably pur-

chased to pull the combine is used with the larger tillage and seeding imple-

ments. Thus the combine has been a decided factor in the increasing motori-

zation of all phases of grain growing.

PREPARING THE LAND FOR THE COMBINE

This subject has been largely covered in the discussion on the "Combine's
place on the Farm." It will be found that the absence of deep dead furrows
and stones will enable the combine to work to better advantage. If the wind-
row harvester and pickup device are used, serious breakages may be caused by
small stones and sticks being passed through the cylinder. In the parkland
area dry willow roots have caused considerable delay and loss.

BURNING THE COMBINE STUBBLE

Without entering into a discussion on the ultimate effect on the soil of con-

tinued stubble burning—a subject on which there appears to be little definite

information of any kind—it may be said that the very good burn that is usually

obtained in combine stubble frequently results in a cleaner and better crop.

Large numbers of the weed seeds lying on the surface of the ground are evidently

destroyed by the fire, and as there is a complete absence of straw and trash,

the soil remains more compact after ploughing or disking and does not readily

lose moisture.

After a heavy crop has been taken off by the combine, the amount of straw
and stubble presents difficulties if it is not burned. When the combine is

equipped with a straw-spreader, the entire field is uniformly covered with straw
and it may be possible to work all the straw and stubble into the soil. The disk

harrow or the one-way disk offer the best means of doing so. A plough would
almost certainly plug up under such circumstances. The disk must be sharp

enough to cut through the tangled stubble and straw. Dull disks will merely
crimp the straw and push the crimped portion into the soil.

Few farmers entertain any objection to burning the straw and stubble after

a summer-fallow crop has been harvested. The straw in such a field is usually

heavy enough to make ploughing or disking difficult and working such a mass
of straw into the soil is almost certain to have an adverse effect on the succeeding

crop. If the field in question is to be summer-fallowed,, burning is not so urgent.

If often happens that the stubble of a second-year crop is so thin and the less

inflammable weeds so plentiful that a running burn cannot be obtained. It may
be possible to plough such a field, or it may be worked by means of the one-way
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disk. There may be sufficient straw worked into the soil to prevent the subse-

quent use of the duckfoot cultivator. It may be necessary to use the one-way
disk whenever there is a growth of green weeds. If a good running burn can be
obtained, it offers the quickest and cheapest means of disposing of a mass of

straw and trash that otherwise may cause considerable trouble.

SHOULD I BUY A COMBINE?

Combines can be had in sizes ranging in width of cut from seven feet to

twenty feet. If less than twenty-five acres per foot of cut is harvested each

season the overhead charges may make combine operation too expensive. When
fifty or more acres per foot of cut are harvested the dangers of late fall opera-

tion are increased beyond the point of safety. If twenty-five acres be taken as

the minimum acreage per foot of cut and fifty acres as the maximum, then a

seven-foot combine can be profitably operated on a half-section farm where 200
acres are devoted to wheat each season, and a twenty-foot combine can be safely

used on a farm of two and one-half sections when 1,000 acres are seeded to

wheat.

The straight combine has given the best results in the open plains region of

Southern Alberta, Southwestern Saskatchewan and West-Central Saskatchewan.
In Uiose areas it has been most profitable on uniform land that is either level or

only slightly rolling. Where level land in sizeable areas occur in other regions,

it should do good work providing that factors such as late ripening and wet har-

vest weather do not intervene. Rolling land adds considerably to the cost of

combine operation. A larger tractor or more horses are required to move the

combine than is the case on level land, and more time is usually required to

harvest a given area. On very hilly land a combine may be entirely inadvisable

unless the more expensive self-levelling type is used, and not even then without
a windrow harvester as crops on rolling land rarely mature evenly.

The windrow harvester and the header-barge serve to a certain degree to

extend the use of the combine into districts where saw-fly, early frost and uneven
ripening due to rolling land make straight combining hazardous. To what extent

these auxiliary devices should be used to overcome the natural handicaps of the

combine is difficult to determine. Straight combining was attempted in 1928 in

areas where sawflies caused serious damage. This could have been avoided to

a Jarge extent had either the windrow harvester or the header-barge been used.

Windrow harvesters were used on many farms on the open plains where the only

visible result of their use was an increase of one dollar per acre in the cost of

harvesting.

The decision on this important point should be made by the individual

farmer. A farmer who is faced by the necessity of replacing his harvesting

equipment should give earnest consideration to the possibility of using a com-
bine on his farm. He should remember that at least a half section of arable

land is the minimum acreage for the smallest combine on the market and that

a farm of over two sections will require two combines. The topography of the

farm, the kind of crops grown and hazards such as frost, sawflies, weeds and
uneven ripening should determine whether or not the additional equipment of

windrow harvester and pickup should be used.
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